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Naples Zoo Saddened to Announce Death of Uno 
 

Naples, Florida. September 17, 2018. Naples Zoo is deeply saddened to announce that Uno, an adult 

male Florida panther, died unexpectedly on Sunday, September 16, 2018.  

 

“Uno was an ambassador for his species. He was a beloved panther and dear friend to our staff and 

volunteers, members and community,” said Jack Mulvena, President and CEO of Naples Zoo. “We share 

the heartbreak of this event with the animal care professionals who knew him best and with our 

veterinary team, as well as our admiration for their outstanding commitment to Uno and to all the 

animals in our care.” 

 

Recently, Naples Zoo’s veterinary staff diagnosed a painful ulcer in Uno’s left blue eye. Knowing the 

potential for complications to arise from his injured eyes, Uno had been trained to participate in his 

daily eye care. After eye drops failed to resolve the ulcer, the veterinary staff developed a plan of action 

that included consulting with veterinary ophthalmologists. The removal of Uno’s eye was determined to 

be the best course of treatment for his health and well-being. Uno’s surgery was Friday, September 14. 

The surgery went as expected. During recovery, he had a reaction to a commonly prescribed pain 

medication. That issue appeared to resolve. Uno was regularly monitored over the weekend and he was 

recovering well. Unexpectedly, Uno stopped breathing for unknown reasons on Sunday afternoon. 

Naples Zoo’s animal care team rapidly pulled together medical treatment including performing CPR on 

him for 30 minutes. Despite the team’s best efforts, Uno did not respond. A necropsy will be conducted 

by the University of Florida. It is unknown if a decisive cause of death will be determined. 

 

Dave Onorato, Research Scientist, Florida Panther Project, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation 

Commission (FWC) reflected, “Uno was brought to the Naples Zoo by FWC when found starving and 

blind by the side of the road after surviving a shotgun blast to the face.  We initially thought placing Uno 

was going to be difficult, but Naples Zoo accepted the challenge and turned a bad situation into one that 

provided teachable moments to the public about panther conservation. The care and devotion to Uno 

by staff at Naples Zoo certainly increased his quality of life, especially in comparison to the inevitable 

outcome had he remained in the wild and never been found.”   
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Naples Zoo’s staff and volunteers are deeply saddened by the loss of Uno. The support of the 

community is greatly appreciated in this difficult time.  

 

With the loss of Uno, the zoo still has one female Florida panther and will continue to work with FWC 

and United States Fish and Wildlife Service to rescue and rehabilitate Florida panthers.  
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